Ardee is especially helpful on uncomfortable, ill-fitting or immediate dentures where a soft, soothing cushion gives several weeks of comfort and satisfaction. It is absolutely non-toxic and harmless to tissue and denture.

Ardee may be worn up to three months, depending on the particular case, before benefits are lost. It is then easily removed and replaced.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Clean denture thoroughly. Dry denture completely as Ardee will not stick to a wet denture.

2. For upper denture: With protective cloth left on, lay denture on sheet of Ardee and cut the denture liner to approximate shape of plate, allowing 1/4" extension all around.

   For lower denture: Same as the upper denture, but cut out the center section.

3. After cutting as above, remove cloth cover from both sides of liner and lay sheet of Ardee over plate. Press Ardee sheet snugly against outside of periphery. **Do not press into ridge area as air pocket will develop.**

4. Have patient rinse mouth with warm water. Insert denture, seating anterior portion in place first. Have patient slowly bite into place. Ardee will adapt to denture and force out all air.

5. Have patient hold in mouth under biting stress until denture feels seated (approximately 5 - 10 minutes). Remove denture and trim excess. Seal and smooth out rough edges around peripheral with hot spatula.

   On lower dentures place a strip approximately 3/4" wide around the entire periphery, permitting about 1/8" to overlap on the outside. This leaves crest of ridge uncovered, but that area can be filled in where necessary after denture is worn. Seal around peripheral with hot spatula.